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: SUMMARY
lhe NASA Redox energy storage system has been under active technology
development since the mid ]gl_'s. lhe h_rdware currently undfirgoinglabora-
" tory testing is either 310 cm_ or 929 cm_ (0.33 ft_ or 1.0 ft_) per
cell in active area with up to 40 individual cells connected to make up a
modular cell stack. This size of hardware allows rather accurate projections
to be made of the shunt power/pump power traoe-offs. The modeling studies
that have been completed on the system concept are reviewed along with the
more recent approach of mapping the performance of Reoox cells over a wide
range of flow rates and depths-of-dlscharge of the redox solutions. Methods
are outlined for estimating the pumping and shunt current losses for any type
of cell and stack combination. These methods are applicable to a variety of
pumping options that are present with Reeox systems, lhe results show that a
fully developed Redox system will have acceptable parasitic losses when using
a fixed flow rate adequate to meet the worst conditions of current density and
depth of discharge. These losses can be reduced by about 65 percent if vari-
able flow schedules are used. lhe exact value of the overall parasitics will
depend on the specific system requirements of current density, voltage limits,
charge, discharge time, etc.
INTRODUCTION
Within the past decade, several electrochemical systems have appeared that
employ fluids that are pumped from a storage tank to a stack of cells where
the actual electrochemical reactions take place. Zinc slurries were one of
the first such fluids to be so used. Japanese (ref. 1) and French (ref. 2)
investigators used them as the anode reactant in mechanically rechargeable
zinc-air systems. These were followed by the zinc-halide systems, which used
either chlorine (ref. 3) or bromine (ret. 4) as the cathode reactant. The
adequate solubility of gaseous chlorine in zinc chloride solutions or the con-
trolled solubility of bromine in bromide solutions provides the mecilanismsby
which these reactants in the elemental form are maintained at suitable concen-
tration levels in their respective carrier solutions. These system concepts
were closely followed by others using a fully soluble redox couple as the
reactive specie for either the anode, the cathode (ref. 5), or both (ref. 6).
Common to all these electrochemical system concepts was the desire to use a
reactive species that was not burdened with the disadvantages of the more
traditional electrode structure, where one electrochemical form of solid is
transformed into another as the electrode undergoes charging and discharging
reactions. In the more traditional electrode structure, a suitable mixture of
solid material is usually affixed to an appropriate structure which lends
mechanical support, physical dimensions, and electrical conductivity to the
electrode. Aside from the tendency towards a variety of long-term decay
mechanisms associated with this type of electrode configuration, the actual
capacity is limited by the amount of reactive mixture that may be appropriate-
ly affixed to the mechanical support structure.
An inert electrode is dutined as one that serves only to provide a path :_:
for electrons to and from the electrochemical reactions taking place at its
surface. Reactions of the type Me+nlMe+n+1 (redox), X21X- (halogen)
or Me (slurry)IMe(OH)_m can all take place at an "inert" electrode. The ....i
capacity of this type of electrode Is limited only by the supply of the reac- :::i
Live material in the surrounding solution. At first glance these electrodes
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would appear to be free from the lite-limltlng factors associated with the
more traditional e]ectrode structure, while permitting the separation of the
storage-related and power producing-related portion_ of the overall battery
system. Indeed, the electrochemical concepts associated with the use of flow-
ing solutions have been a welcome addition to the general field of electro-
chemical energy storage. The infusion of thought and ideas provided by those
with backgruunds in fluid flow, electrocatalysts, system control logic, etc.,
have resulted in the rapia technological development of a number of these new
storage concepts.
_ As these different ideas have moved from the point of being single-cell
laboratory curiosities to small multicell systems, the significance of the
parasitic power required for the pumping of these liquids around the system
has become more evident. The magnitude of this loss is magnified by two
factors: First, small electrochemical storage systems, in which the power
requirements might be from 2 to 10 kW, require rather small pumps (usually
chemically resistant, magnetically coupled) that traditionally have very low
efiiciencies (5 to 20 percent); second, the minimization of shunt currents
within stacks of cells that are connected in a bipolar manner requires the use
of cell designs (narrow inlet and outlet ports), which result in high resist-
ances to fluid flow.
In the development of the NASA Redox system, it has become increasingly
evident that the single most important design feature is the sizing of the
flow ports for the single cells of the system. This relates directly to the
parasitic pumping losses of the system. In other system concepts as well,
this design feature results from the rather complicated trade-off between i
shunt current, pumping power, and cell performance. For a given set of per-
formance requirements (maximum current density, maximum clepth-of-discharge,
etc.), a minimum acceptable flow rate will result. Once this flow rate is
known, tlleaforementionecltrade-off will result in a sizing of the cell flow
ports that will lead to an overall minimum in the sum of the losses due to ;i
shunt currents and pumping energy. It is intuitive that the cell designs that
result in lower pumping losses woulu yield higher shunt current losses and
vice versa.
In other systems as well, the parasitic losses associated with the pumping
of reactant solutions may represent more of a barrier to the widespread use
and adaptation of these new concepts than the actual technological problems
related to their electrochemistry.
lliispaper will address itself primarly to the NASA Redox system. As will
be pointed out, the electroUe configuration, flow requirements, and flow
schedule associated with this system are different from those fo_ the other
flow battery systems under development. Although only a limited generality
exists, the overall methodology and discussion of the factors provide a basis
for the evaluation of the pumping requirements of other concepts.
BACKGROUND
llleNA._ARedox system is an electrochemical storage clevicebased on the
use oi twu tully soluble redox couples and a highly selective ion exhange mem-
.....$ brahe. As such° it tails into the general class ot tlow batteries, lanks are L
:. used to store the redox solutions, which are pumped through groups of cells
•. that are called stacks. In tllesestacks the tluids flow in parallel through
the respective cells, lhe cells themselves are connectea In series elec-
• 2
--_
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trically through tht_ use of conductive bipolar plates, which also separate the
individual flow cells, further detail and explatlati_n of the. electrochemical
operation and the system-related features ot this system are given elsewhere
(ref. 7). Figure ! illustrates the storage tanks, circulating pumps, and the
types of cells that are t:ontainedwithin a typiral stack. Figure 2 illus-
trates a typical stack of cells as they would be arranged in a full-functlon
stack, lhe upper portion ot this figure shows an expanded view ot tlleindl-
vidual parts that go into the basic huilding block of these systems - the
single cell. Figure 3 depicts tilehydraulic network of the parallel flow
stack.
Using these three figures as a guide, the flow-related processes of the
system may now be considered, lhe pumps draw tluid from tlleirrespective
reactant storage tanks (fig. 1) and puff@them into the inlet manifolds located
along the bottom of tilestack (fig. 3). lhe incoming liquid is distributed
among the cells located within the stack, lhin slots, called inlet ports
(fig. 2), conduct the fluid from the inlet manifold to the bottom part of the
cell flow chanber where it can spread out from side to side before its slow
vertical rise through a porous,carbon electrode, lhe electrode is compressed
between the bipolar plate on one side and the ion-exchange membrane on the
other (fig. 2). A narrow free space above and below the electrode structure,
but within the flow cavity, facilitates tilespreading out at the bottom and
the coming together at tiletop of tilereactant solution. An exit port con-
ducts the liquid into tile exit manifold and from there back to the storage
tank. The pressure drops that occur in this type of flow system are mainly in
the plun_ing lines to and from the stacks, in the narrow inlet and outlet
ports located within the cells, and across tile porous electrodes through which
the solutions flow in the long direction (sheet flow).
lhe selection of an adequate tlow rate tor cells using fully soluble redox
couples as reactants is complicated by tile tact ttlat there is a wide swing in
the concentrations of tile reactant and product species during tile course of
charge and discharge. For any fixed flow rate there is a corresponding varia-
tion in the number ot reactant ions pet"unit time that enter each cell. As
will be shown in more detail below, tileflow rate is directly related to tile
maximum current that can be drawn from tilecell at allygiven time. lo main-
tain a constant rate ot influx of reactant species into a cell, the flow rate
must double each time the concentratiun is halved. It is clear that as a cell
approaches either the fully charged or fully discharged condition, tileminimum
flow rate required to supply the stoictliometricquantity of reactant species
to the cell cavity approaci_esinfinity.
Whether a particular electrode structure pertorms well (even when adequate
reactants are supplied to the cell) must be determined under actual operating
conditions, lhe kinetic and mass transport characteristics of an electrode
structure are difficult to assess without actual in-cell testing. The tlow
rate has a significant effect ol_the mass-transport cllaracteristicsof ally
particular electrode structure.
When the stack as a whole is considered, certain tlow-related design
features become very important, lhe ionic resistance o! the fluid-tilled
reactant flow ports ot tht,respective single cells has a signiticant etfect on
the magnitude of the shunt current 1osst,sthat are experlenced, lhe hydraulic
resistance to the flow {_fthese liquids across these same inlet and outlet _;
ports is a major factor it_determining the pump sit_,(flew rate af_clhead rise)
for any given stack of cells.
3
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The selection of flow-port dimensions tor a given system is, of course,
the result of an optimization procedure. The many factors that are involved
in this selection require the systematic evaluation of (1) those physical
effects that can be calculated directly, for example, cell-to-cell flow
maldtstributions, stack shunt losses, and pumping powers as a function of cell
port dimensions, (2) the trade-offs between interacting parameters, for exam-
ple, overall pressure drop and systemmaximum depth of discharge, and (3) the
actual performance of a single cell at various flow conditions, for example,
cell voltage as a function of flow rate, current density, and depth of
discharge.
The following sections of this report will cover all these effects and
interactions and delineate the approach taken which ultimately leads to the
selection of the optimum flow port dimensions for various Redox cell design
considerations. This final selection will result from minimizing the sum of
the pump-powerrequirements and the shunt current losses for the particular
Redox system under consideration.
Modeling Studies
]ntrastack flow distribution. - From the hydraulic network shown in fig-
ure 3 it can be seen that the incoming flow to a manifold is divided between a
nu_er of inlet ports. With flow entrance at the bottom of the cells and exit
at the top, the cells, as well as the inlet and outlet ports and the inlet and
outlet manifolds, are completely filled at a11 times. Resistance to the flow
of the liquids occurs both in the mapifolds and across the cell (inlEt port,
cell cavity, outlet port). The distribution of the flow amongthe various
cells can be estimated by knowing the ratio of the resistance to fluid flow
across the cell to that downa segment of the manifold. Figure 4 is tile sche-
matic representation of this flow network problem, and figure 5 is the ana-
lytic solution of this problem for several ratios of flow resistance. For the
case where the manifold resistance R_ is not small enough (or, the cell
resistance Rc is too small), a significant symmetrical cell-to-cell flow
rate variation will be present where a substantially higher-than-average flow
occurs across the cells at both ends of the stack; whereas the cells at the
center of the stack have a lower-than-average flow (solid curve, fig. 5).
This effect becomesmore significant as the average flow rate approaches the
minimum allowable flow-rate condition. The center cell, all other things
being equal,would be the first to sufferreactantstarvation. As the ratio 1
Rc/Rm increases,this is no longera problem (dashedcurves,fig. 5), and lthe distributionof flow rates will be affectedmore by variationsin the
individualcell resistances,which would be expectedto possessa certain
degree of randomness.
Shunt current__modelin9. - When conBon, ionicallyconductivefluid paths
connecta group of cells that are electricallyin series ana when potential
grauientsexist, shunt currentswill flow, unless some specialtechniqueis
used to break the ionic circuits(ref. 8). The effect of these currentson
the stack of cells in question is dependenton the exact systemunaer con-
sideration. In the case ot fully solubleredox couples, the effectsof shunt
currentswill manifest themselvesas a reducedampere-hourefficiency. Where
platingldepiatingelectrodesare present, the added effect of shunt currents
is the gradualredistributionot solio electroactivematerial in a systematic
manner along the stack ol cells,dependingon the net shunt currentsof the
4
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individual cells. Further, the danger of metallic dendrite formation and
- propagation along the shunt paths is ever present. For the NASARedox system,
which uses two inlet and two exit manifolds, an early shunt-current model was
developed (ref. 9; see fig. 6). This model assumeda break in the flow path
somewhereoutside the stack (e.g., the shunt paths connecting the stack to the
tankageare disregarded);also, it was assumed,for simplicity,that there
were no kineticor mass-transportcontributionsto the mathematicaldescrip-
_:
_:. tlon of the single-cellpolarizationcharacteristics.With these assumptions,
the electrlc-clrcuitanalogof a Redox stack was solvedvia a Kirchoff'sLaw
i analysisusing a computerto generateand solve the 4n + I loopequations,
" where n is the number of cells in the stack. Figures6 and 7 show, respec-
" tively,a diagramof a four-cellstack of cells and the associatedelectrical
. analognetwork. Becauseof the nearlyreversiblebehaviorof these Redox
electrodes,the assumptionthat Redox cell current-voltagecharacteristicscan
be approximatedby the straight llne relationship
Ecell = Eopen circuit- IR
simplifiesthe solutionof the network loopcurrentequationssignificantly.
The variablesthat are insertedinto the programare directlyrelatedto the
physicalparametersof the cell and stack design;for example,the open-
circuitvoltage,the internalresistanceof the cell, the ionicresistancesof
the inletand outletports, the ionic resistancealong the lengthof manifold
from one cell inlet to the next, the number of cells in the stack,etc. The
solutionto this problemfor a set of typicalcell parametersis presented
graphicallyin figure8 for a 40-cellstack. The variationin the actual
shunt currentsfrom cell to cell along the stack is clearlyseen, as is the
slighteffect this has on the individualcell voltages. The existenceof
higher shunt currentsat the center of the stack results in two general
effectsthat are importantover and above the gross parasiticpower loss,
which is also calculatedby the computerprogram. The first,which does not
appear in this Redox system,is the gradualredistributionof any solid reac-
tive •aterialduring the courseof a numberof charge/dischargecycles or
duringa longstand time at open circuit. The second,and one of particular
concernfo! _dox stacks,occurs in the no-flow,open-circuitconditionafter
the center c_,Is have dischargedcompletely,while the end cells still have
_" some capacity (and thus cell voltage)remaining. These end cells can drive= •
the center cells to rather low cell voltagesor to actual reversal,wherein
thu possibilityexists that any electrocatalystthat may be presentcould be
anodicallydissolved.
The shunt currentmodel was used to generatea seriesof gross shunt loss
valuesover a spectrumof cell designparametersand stack configurations.
_ Table I is a simple listingof some of these values. Of particularsignifi-
_" cance is the very rapid increaseof these expectedshunt lossesas the overall
_' stack voltageis increased(more cells/stackor highercell voltage/cell).
;_. Figure9 is a plot of these results,showingthat the shunt loss increases
_ with an exponentbetweentwo and three as the numberof cells per stack is
_ increased. When high system voltagesare desired,the suggestedoeslgn is one
where lower-voltagesubstacksare hydraulicallyplaced In paralleland elec-
, trlcallyplaced in series. There is then the additionalfactorof stack-to-
stack shunt currents,but these can be made small comparedwith .de shunt
lossesresultingfrom the alternative,higher-voltagestacks. This compariSOn
5
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favors the use of slacks of cells that are hydraulically placed in parallel
and electrically in series because of the fact that the ionic resistances in
the parallel feed lines to and from tile stacks can be made rather high so that
the sumof these losses when added to those of the low-voltage substacks is
lower than the intrastack losses of a high-voltage stack•
Attempts to verify this model in operating hardware will be covered in the
Experimental Studies section of this report as will be the trade-oft resulting
from lowering the shunt losses by decreasing the flow port cross sectional
areas at the expense of higher pumping losses.
Minimumflow requirements. - As noted earlier, the range of flow require-
ments over the course of charge and discharge is considerable. This is caused
byl_he changes in the concentrations of the reactant species as the ratios of
Fe'_lFe "a and Cr+3/Cr +z change during the course of a charge or a dis- ..
charge. The minimum flow rate for a cell, which was referred to earlier as
the stoichiometric flow rate, can be understood in terms of somebasic chemi-
cal and electrochemicalprinciples• A Faradayof electricity(Avogadro'snum-
ber of electrons)is by definition96 500 A.sec or 26.8 A.hr. A solution
that containsI mole of ions per liter,by definition,contains Avogaaro's
numberof ions per liter• If these ions undergoelectrochemicalreactions
that involvebut one electronper ion, then 1 literof a I molar solutionof
this type of ion would produce26.8 A.hr of electricity,if all of the ions
were convertedfrom one valencestate to another• Consideringflow rates, if
a fully chargedsolutionwas directed into an electrochemicalcell at the rate
of 1 literper hour, in principle,a continuouscurrentof 26.8 A could be
drawn from the ce11. The existingsolutionwould be completelydepletedof
reactantspecies• If the solutionwas 112 molar insteadof i molar or haa
alreadybeen 50 percentconvertedfrom one ionic specie to the other, then
13.4 A would be the maximumcontinuouscurrentthat could be withdrawnfrom
the cell. Doublingthe flow rate would result in doublingthe current. The
stoichiometricflow rate is also a functionof cell size if the currentden-
sity is held constantsince a doublingof the_sizewould requiretwice the
flow rate• For the case of a 929 cmL (1.0 ftL) cell and solutionsthat
are 1 molar in total Fe and Cr, the stoichiometricflow rates FSF at two
differentcurrentaensitiesare shown in figure10. IS
These plots are solutionsof the equationwrittenas ....
= cell current(AIA. ir i
FSF total concentration ":_m_) x I - (.depth-of-discharge)100
for the case of a one electronreaction• As the term [i - (depth-of-
discharge)Ill00approacheszero, the stoichiometricflow rate increasesvery
rapidly. During the chargeportionot the cycle,curves similarto those in
figure10 that have very high flow rates at the high statesof charge would
result, lhe actual flow requirementswi11, of course,be greaterthan these
calculableminima,due to mass transportconsiderationsand ce11-to-ce11flow
variations;but it has been found convenientto expressthe actual flow rate
as a multipleof the stoichiometricflow rate• Table V presents the
stoichiometricflow rate as a functionof cell size_ currentdensity,and
depth of discharge.
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Experimental Studies
Shunt current studies. - The shunt current model (ref. 9), aeveloped for
the case Of twoct_cula¢-tng, tonically conductive electrolytes, had several
assumptions built Into It, such as reversible electrode kinetics and breaking
of the electrolyte path outside the electrochemical stack. Less obvious
assumptions relate to constructional aspects of the cell and stack hardware.
The model does not allow for any conductive paths (ionic or electronic) other
: than the circulating electrolytes themselves. The tonically conductive mem-
brane must not contact the electrolytes tn the mantfold or port areas since
this would represent an unaccounted-for segment tn the electrical shunt net-
work. Likewise, the electronically conductive bipolar plate matertal must be
isolated from the electrolytes tn the manifolds. These considerations led to
the use of dielectric washers (fig. 2) tn the manifold areas of both the
bipolar plates and the membranes. Although the membranewasher adequately
protects the Inner circumference of the mantfold and the portion of the tnlet
and outlet ports closest to the mantfold from these additional shorting paths,
the inner portions of the narrow ports are still exposed to the membrane. The
constructional features of most of the hardware in current use are thus not tn
complete compliance with those features assumedby the shunt current model.
An extra dielectric gasket sheet between the mend)Paneand the flow field would
remove this difference. Short stack work is now underway that employs this
extra sheet. The shunt current model output was comparedwith the data from
stacks (5, 14, and 40 cell) of operating Redoxhardware (table II). This com-
parison is very stmply done, since the sumof all the various shunt currents
can be measured dtrectly as follows: Whena stack of Redox cells is placed on
charge at constant voltage, the charging current gradually tapers b%k as the
system approaches full charge until there is an exact balance between the rate
at which the solutions are charging and the rate at which the solutions are
discharging via the internal shunt loopso Whenthe charging of the flutds via
the external charging current is precisely balanced by the discharging of the
fluids via the various shunt current paths, a form of dynamic equilibrium
exists. From then on, the state-of-charge and the charging current remain
constantwith time.
In table II the oifferencebetweenthe predictedvalue of 0.008 A and the
measuredvalue of 0.012 A is significant. It is still possiblethat, even
using the dielectricwashersand gaskets,there may be some minor electrolyte
seepageat certainpoints. In the cell ana systemmodelingand trade-off i
studies,the shunt currentmodel is assumedto be correct. Later,as larger
stacksof cells with completelyinsulatedmembranesare constructedand tested
using the taper currenttechnique,it will be decidedwhethersome slight
correctionsshouldbe made in the shunt currentmodel. At this point only the
5- and 14-celistacks have been constructedusing the coveredflow ports
technique.
Cell and stack pumpingrequirements.- ReferenceI0 outlinesthe proce- =
dures used to determineslng]e-cellpumping-powerrequirementsas a function
of flow rate over a range of inlet and outletport sizes and for two ¢e11
cavitythicknesses. Measurementswere carriedout using water, and the data
were then correctedfor the actualredox solutlonviscosities. The reader is
referredto reference10 for furtheroetailson this work. The output of the
, study is shown in table III,where tP: idealpumpingpower requirementis pre-
: sentedfor the variouscell and stack configurationsexaminea. The experi-
7
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mental data are shown in figure 11, where the pressure nrop across the cell ispresented as a function of the flow rate. It can be seen that, for the case
Jl of a ratherrestrictedflew configuration(caseI: narrow ports, thin flowfield),the major contributionto the peessuredrop is in the flow ports. For
_'_. the more open case (case 2) the pressure drop across the felt electrode pre-
V dominates. Because the pumping power is equal to the product of the flow rate
and the pressure drop, the resulting pumping power versus flow rate relation-
ship shouldbe an even steeperfunctionof the flow rate than is the pressure
/, drop, as indicatedin the calculatedresultspresentedin table I/I. The
resultstabulatedin this table, along with those presentedin table I, form
. the basis for the trade-off that exists between pumping power and shunt cur-
,_ rent losses.
Cell performance evaluation procedures. - The aforementioned trade-off
between' shunt losses and pumping losses will, of course, be strongly affected
by the reactant flow rates. To hold pump-power requirements within reason,
•high flow rates will call for flow ports having relatlvelylargecross-
sectionalareas. This will, in turn, result in relativelyhigh shunt-current
losses. Therefore,it is desirableto operateat flow rates as low as
possible.
To ©etermine minimum necessary flow rates, cell performance measured as a
fQncttor4 of flow rate was compared with the results of an idealized predictive
mooe;. In this way it was possibleto quantifythe minimumflow requiredto
sustainacceptableperformancein regardsto the mass transportlosses.
The two generaltypes of flow configurationsused in cells with inert,
flow-throughelectrodesare depictedin figure 12. The type in which the flow
of the fluid is perpendicular to the plane of the electrode is traditionally
referred to as "flow through". The type in which the flow of fluid is par-
allel to the plane of the electrodeis traditionallyreferredto as either
' "flow-by"or "sheetflow".
For the Redox cells concentratedsolutionsare used; thus, the flow rates
requiredto meet the stoichiometryrequirements^arevery low. (A flow rate of
125 cm_IminIdeallywill supplya 929 cm_ (I ft_) cell operatingat
I00 A when the fluids are in the half-chargedcondition.) For this reasonthe _
sheet-flowconfigurationrepresentsthe more logicalchoice,because it re- _
suits in a higher effectivevelocitywithin the electrode. For typicalcell )
geometriesthe effectivevelocity(flowrate/flowarea), in the case of sheet
flow, is about two orders of magnitudegreater(tableIV) than for the flow-
throughcase. High superflcialvelocitiesproduceexcellentmass transport. _
Pump power, shunt loss, and performanceconsiderationscall for minimumvolu-
metric flow rates and maximum Intracellflow velocities,both of which result _
from use of sheet flow electrodes. Less obviousadvantagesof the sheet-flow
configurationare greatlyreducedconstructionalcomplexityand lower internal
cell Pesistance,since the porous conductiveelectrodeis compressedbetween
the bipolarplate on one side and the ionicaIlyconductivemembraneon the
other.
The evaluationproceduresused in Redox cell and electrodeperformance
studiesare describedin detail elsewhere(ref. 11) and will be presentedhere
only in summaryform, The model used is essentiallya lumped-parameterap-
proachwhich predictsthe cell performanceover the completerange of flow
, rates, depths-of-dlscharge,and currentdensities. Figure 13 depictsa typl-
col comparisonof measuredand predictedcell performance. This figure is
generatedusing Ohm's Law to estimate&he Ohmic losses (IR contributions)and
8
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the Nernst equation to estimate the effects of concentration changes that take
place betweeB the inlet and outlet of the cell. When actual cell data are
added to this figure, it is referred to as a flow map of the cell.
The horizontal lines result from the IR contributions at the respective
currents. The dashed line_ include the change in voltage of the cell due to
the change in redox ratios as the two solutions flow through their respective
electrodes. At very high llow rates ur very low currents, a small change in
concentration takes place; while at low flow rates or high currents, o sig-
nificant change in concentration Lakes place. The distance between the IR
correction line and the Nernstian correction line is referred to as "droop".
]t is recognized that the use of a lumpedparameter model for the cell dis-
regards the distribution of current density within the cell, which could be
described using the Butler-Volmar equation. But for the sake of the main
intent of this evaluation method it was felt that a further improvement on the
stmple Nernst correction was not needed.
This figure was constructed for the case of iron and chromium solutions,
each 1 molar in its respective reactant cation (CCr+2  CCr+3)= 1 =
(CFe+2 + CFe+3) and electrochemically matched in terms of state-of-charge
(Ccr+2 = CFe+3). The open-circuit voltage of these solutions at 50 percent
depth of discharge (CCr+31Ccr+2 = 1 = CFe+2/CFe+3) is taken as 1.05 V, by ::
experience.
The condition under which the concentration of the exiting solution
drops to zero represents a boundary condition. This minimum flow rate is,
as noted,the stoichiometricflow rate. It is determined,for any comblna-
tion of cell currentand inletconcentration,from a mass balancearound the
cell with the outletconcentrationset equal to zero:
I
(Cinle t - Coutlet) =
or
i
FSF = (Cinlet -0') ._
where I is the cell current(A), F is the flow rate (cm31min),and C
is the concentrationof activespecies (amp-minlcm3).The averagecell ....
solutionconcentrations(Cinlet + Coutlet)12are used to calculatethe I
Nerstlandroop corrections, The lines representingconstantmultiplesof the
stolchlometricflow rate are derivedby connectingthe variousflow rate and i
Nernstiandroops,which result in the same multipleof the stoichiometric
flow. The closenesswith which the actual data follow the Nernstiancorrec- !
tion lines is a measureof the mass transportcharacteristicsof the 41
celllelectroaecombination. For the case illustratedthe cell/electrode i
combination performed quite well down to flow rates about 1.5 FSE.
Another evaluation procedure, again using only IR and Nernstian type
correctionsis illustratedin figure14. lhis figureplots the actualperfor-
mange versus the expectedperformanceover a range of depth of discharge(IX)D)
while at a variableflow rate (a constantmultipleof the stoichiometricflow
rate). Here again, the closenessof fit is tllemeasureof mass transport
characteristics.
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In the case of a constant, fixed flow rate, the "data" curve in figure 14
would show a slightly higher cell output. However, there would be a penalty
paid for the greater pumping requirements. ]he constant ilow rate would
result in a smaller Nernstian droop at the shallower DOD, since the flow rate
s. would be a much larger multiple of the stoichiometric flow.
_ Once adequate cell performance t_ verified in terms of flow rate over tile
,. range of DODof interest, the shunt-loss - pumping-loss trade-off, as outlined
• in the preceding section, can be completed.
DISCUSSIONAND RESUL'[S
OverallConsiderations
The discussionthus far has focusedon those aspectsof a Redox system
designthat can be establishedth:-oughsimpleexperimentalmeasurements, i
modeling,and trade-offanalyses- all hardware-orientedaspects,which form _4
only a part of the overalldesignof a completesystem. A completedesign :_'
_nvolvesmany trade-offs,ultimatelygovernedby economics,not technology. !
_t is throughiterative,economicmoaelingthat systemcharacteristics,such
as currentdensity,DOD range,maximumDOD, flow rate, stack size, etc., are i
optimized. The analysis,of necessity,includesboth capitaland operating !
costs. To be complete,the goal of the iterativeprocessmust be to minimize
the cost of deliveredenergy.
The characteristicsthat can be establishedby the measurementsand
_. analysesDiscussedin earliersectionsare (1) the optimumstoichiometricflow
:" multiple,determned from the flow map of performanceversus flow rate at con-
stant DOD and currentaensity,(2) the ideal pumpingpower,determinedfrom
the relationshipbetweenflow rate and cell pressuredrop, measuredfor a
range of specificcell sizes and flow port geometries,and (3) the shunt
lossescalculatedfor ranges of cell and stack sizes and flow port geometries.
The interplayof economicand technicalconstraintsin a system designcan
be observedby consideringthe questionof how to divide into stacks the num- ::
ber of singlecells requiredto meet a given systemvoltage. Figure9 shows
that placingall the cells in a single stack would cause an extreme intrastack
shunt loss,which is an inefficiencytllatresultsin largerstoragetanks,
more reactants,and increasedoperatingcosts. Modelingshows that, from an
efficiencystandpoint,it is betterto have multiple stacks,connectedin
series electricallyand in parallelhydrau!ically,even thoughsuch an
arrangementresults in interstackshunt losses (whichcan be calculateOusing
the same model as for a stack of single cells). In the extreme,the logicI
based on efficiencyalonewould call for all stacks in the system to be single
cells,that is, for all cells to be separated,one from another,by ion-
- conducting(fluid)flow paths of high resistance. However,economiccon-
siderations,among others,would argue againstsuch a completedispersionof
_. the cells and would indicateinsteadsome optimumstack size.
A caution shouldbe injectedhere, concerningexcessive"fine-tunlng"of
:........ the optimizationprocess. For example,supposethat a _1_,gle-cellflow map
__ had shown adequateperformanceat 1.0 FSF, and that a maximumDOD of 80 per- :
cent had been chosen. A systemdesigne_to these criteriawould never reach i
r the 80 percentDOD levelwithout some cells being driven to low for negative) _
voltages,becauseof insufficientflow. This would result either from tl_e
standardflow mald_stributionshown in figure 5 or from tolerancesallowedin
10
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.: fabricationand assembly. Ihereture,in thisexamplea multipliergreater
.-- than Qne would be appliedto the s_oichi(_m_tricll_w rate,
MeasurementsanO analysescan be used to determin_the singln-cellflow
port dimensionsthat w1!l minimizethe shunt powerlpmI@power trade-oftfor a
stack of Redox cells. Tke next _ectiondiscussesthat proces_for two con-
cepts of operation: constantvolumetricilow rate (varyingmultipleof the
stolchiometricllow rat_) and cn_stantmultipl,_u! th_ stoichi_metricflow
_I rate (variablevolumetricflow rate). A single_tack_f cells will be
_. considered. ConstantVclumetricFlow Rate
_! For this case, the constantvolumetricflow rate must be chosen to meetthe worst possibleconditions,that is, maximumcurrentdensityand maximum
DOD. (Generally,these would be assigHedassumedvalues that would be ad-
justed throughiteration.) The assumedcurrentdensityand the desiredtotal_ c rr ntwould define he cell area. For these valuesof currentand DOD, a
') flow map such as that in figure13 would have to be obtained in order to
:., define an adequatemultipleof the stoichiometricflow rate f)_ tli_w_-'st-_ase
conditions.
Knowing the requiredstack voltageand the worst-casesingl._-ce)_Itage
(from the flow map), the numberof cells in the stack can be de,;er_ _,
ThiS, plus the flow rate per cell, enables the use of dot,,such ,'._ in
table III, to obtain the ideal pump-power " -_'"equlrem .._:, a ra,_ of flow-
port geometries(repres)nte--e'd-Tntable Ill in_, , . ,,anifold-to-manifula
resistance"). Similarly,calculateddata (e.: , s.eet_ble I) can be generated
and used for the shunt-powerloss, also as a f_nctionof Flow-portgeome
tries. Figure15 representsa typicalsummationof pump and shuntpower, as a
functionof flow-portgeometry (manifold-to-manifoldresistance)for several
Stack sizes. The rangesof parametervalues involvedwith this particular
f_gureresul_ in very flat minima for the curves. This will not always be the
case.
An exampleof the determinationof the minimumsum of the pump and shunt
current lossesfor a particularset of assumptionswill now be illustrated
(seetable VI for summaryof assumptionsand calculations). It will be as-
sumed that a 40-ceiistack of 929-cm2(1-ftL) cells js to be d_slgnedfor
operationwith I molar redox solutionsat 53.8 mAlcm_ (50 Alft_) ano a
maximumDOD of 90 percent. The questionis, what shouldbe the dimensionsof
the 20-cm-longinletand outletports to minimizethe sum of the shunt-power
and pump-power losses. The ?_oss output of this 40-cell stack is e_timated
from the performance of the c_rrent best cells to be 1800 W, averaged over the
full dischargecycle (50 Alft_ at 0.9 Vlce11 and 50 percentIX)D).The
losses are calculatedas outlinedin the previoussections. If it is assumed
that the pump power requiredto move the fluidsthroughthe entire system is
. double therequirement for the stack alone and that the parasiticlosses
duringthe chargeportionOf the cycle are equal to those during the discharge
portionof the cycle, that is, that the iengthsof the charge and _ischarge
portionsof the cycle are equal,then the calculatedparasiticenergy loss
over a completecharge/dischargecycle is9 percent.
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In the preceding section the flow rate was selected, based on the worst-
case situation and then held tixed over all conditions oi current density and
BOD. If the option were available to control the flow rate in an efficient
manner, a considerable reduction in the system parasitic_ would be possible.
lhe experinwentationcarried out to verify this possibility (ref. LI) entailed
the use of a throttling valve to adjust tileflow rate. lhis, oi course, had
no effect on the pumping energy. Perhaps a variable-stroke positive displace-
meritpump, or a variable-lrequency n_turlpump combination, would permit effi-
cient pump turn down. Figure 16 typically can be generated for a cell by
assuming a certain amper-hour capacity once the relationships between cell
voltage - flow rate (performance ma_s at various depths-of-discharge) and
pumping power - flow rate are known, lhe llow rate assumeu here was
2.0 x SF. In table VII a case similar to this example and three other
cases are compared. The first is the case where the selected flow rate is
1.5 x SF. The lower flow rate would result in a lower output (cdlculated to
be 10.3 W.hr versus 71.1 W.hr for 2.0 x SF) over an 80 A.hr discharg_
(from 10 to 90 percent BOD of a 100 A'hr solution capacity), for a typical
single-cell configuration, lhe calculated time-lntegral beneath tilepumping-
power curve can be calculated to be 0.09 W.hr versus 0.17 W.hr for the
2.0 x SF case. lhese values can be very closely estimated once a wide variety
of flow-rate - port-geometry tests i_avebeen carried out (ref. 10).
In both these cases, a 60 percent pumping efficiency has been assumed.
For the two cases where the constant flow rate was assun_edto be 1.b x bF and
Z.O x SF (evaluated at 90 percent DOD), it can be seen that higher cell out-
puts result at tileexpense of the higher pumping requirements (0.85 and
1.60 W.hr, respectively). As before, several corrections have been added to
tilepercentage pumping loss values to make them reflect more closely the
actual situation. Each number was doubled to retlect the fact that, during
the charge portion of the cycle, pumping must also be provided. (lhis assumes
the charge time equals the discharge time.) lhe numbers were doubled again to
account for pressure drops outside the stack, assumed here to be equal to that
within the stack.
All other things being equal, a cell for use in a system in which variable
flow is possible should have more restrictive flow ports than a cell tor a
system with constant (high) flow. to take advantage of the possibility of also
lowering the shulltl(_sses. A minimum sunmot pump and shunt-pOwer'losses can
now h- d,,terminedtor the variable tlow-rate case in the same general way as
fur tileconstant tlow-rate case (table Vl), with one exception: the pump-shunt :I
trade-o_f will be perforn_e(Iat the 80 percent BOB level instead of the 90 per-
cent level. Ibis 80 percent level has been found to be the value at whiclltlme
total integral under the pumping power versus IJOUcurve has its midpoint in
I.ermsoi watt hours, lherefore, a time-average pump power can be equated to
the puvv_l_power required at 80 percent DOU. Repeating, then, the example pre-
s,,_tedfor the fixed-flow rate case, but making 8U percent I_JUtiledesigr_
polnt, re,,ultsin a _v_inimumcombined loss rate for puvv_sand slluntcurret_t_of
about 34 W or about b percent on a overall cycle basis, versus 9 percevltfor
tlmeconstant flow case. lhis is to be compared with a bg-W loss rate for tile
constant i low-rate cast,. As expected, tileminimum occurs at a llluchlhUrt'
_'estrictiveflow p(_rt9e_m_t.ry(0.43 by U.08 cm). lhis clecreaseoccurs
_ecause or the lo,er overall flu,,requirements (pumping ener_) uf the vati-
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_ able _low case. This permits the squeezing downof the inlet and outlet ports
• to reauce the shunt loss and still have a much lower sumof the pumping and
shunt losses. Table V] compares these two examples in a side-by-side manner.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
,.; The design of a Redox _ystem calls for the resolution of a great many
trade-offs, which must be solved by iterative procedures. Sometimes the
•_ trade-off can be decided on technical terms, but more often the criteria are
)_ economic, the goal being to minimize cost.There is one trade-off in the design of a Redoxsystem that can be handled
in purely technical terms: that between the shunt current losses of a Redox
stack and the power required to pumpreactants through the stack. The trade-
off obviously has economic ramifications, but it can be evaluated simply in
terms of maximizing efficiency. The trade-off is necessary because shunt cur-
rents are decreased by restricting the reactant flow ports of the single -
cells; the pumping requirements are decreased by making the flow ports larger.
This trade-off evaluation, because it involves pumppower, is tied direct-
ly to the reactant flow rates. These, in turn, are dictated by the maximum
DODchosen as a design point {which is, itself, probably being varied as part
of a larger optimization process).
There were considered here two separate system concepts regarding flow
rates. The first calls for an unvarying flow throughout a complete
charge/discharge cycle. This flow must be sufficient to sustain system per-
formance even under the worst c_nditions- maximumcurrentdensityand maximum
DOD - and is thus quite high. The trade-offwill, therefore,call for open
flow ports and, even at the optimumport design,high pump and shunt losses.
High pump lossesresultbecauseof the high flow rate, and high shunt power
I lossesresult becauseof the low ionicresistanceof the fluid in the ports.
The second systemconceptrequiresthe flow rate to be varied continuously(or
in small_discretesteps) in such a way that it is always some fixed multiple I
of the stoichiometricflow rate. For this case the DOD selectedas the design J
point for the pump-shuntloss trade-offis 80 percent. As a first approxima- !_tion, at least, it can be assumedthatminimizingthe sum of pump power and lshunt power lossesat this designpoint will result in a minimumtotal
loss from these two contributorsover a completecycle:the combinedrate ot
energy losswill be less than that at the 80 percentdesignpoint from 10 to
80 percentDOD (when flow rates are low) and greaterfrom 80 to 90 percent DOD.
The first step in the trade-offanalysisfor either systemconcept is to _,
determinean acceptablestoichiometricflow rate multiplier. This is done !
experimentallyby measuringcell performance(voltage)as a functionof - _
reactantflow rate (for fixed currentdensityand IX)D)using a singlecell of
the size and configurationplanneOfor the completedsystem. Ideally,the
currentand UOD maintainedduringthis test would be the same as the system
d_sign point. However, for a particularcell, the acceptableflow rate multi-
plier seems to be quite insensitiveto these two parampters,and thus may ue
determinedfrom data involvingother than the designpuint values. The flow
rate multiplierobtained in thisway, plus the designpoint _D anO current
density,permit the calculationot the requireddesign-pointfluiO flow --
t.. rates. Next, data must be availableor obtainable,for the cell size under
consideration,giving the pressuredrop across the cell at the design-polnt "
flow rate for a range of flow port geometries(or,flow port resistances). _
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To providesimplereferenceto these flow-portgeometries,each is Oescribed
by a "resistance"value,cdlculatedfrom the port dimensionsand the resist-
ance of the ionic fluid fillingit.
Finally,a mathematicalmodel for shunt currentlosses is solvedto give
the shunt power for the given stack over the same range of port resistancesas
above. Adding the pump power and shunt power at variousvalues of port re-
sistanceleads to the resistance,and port geometry,that gives a minimum sum.
If it turns out that the optimumports are quite open, it will be neces-
sary to considerwhetherthe distributionof flow among the variouscells of
the stack may cause a problem. If the hydraulicresistanceto flow througha
cell is not much largerthan the resistanceto flow in the segn_ntof manifold
connectingadjacentcells, it is posslblefor the cells toward the center of
the stack to be virtuallystarved,while those toward the ends carry a dis-
proportionateshare of the flow.
If it is possibleto vary pump flow efficientlyand inexpensively,the
pump power-shuntcurrenttrade-offrevealsthat the systemconceptof varyins
the flow to maintain a constantmultipleof the stoichiometricflow rate is,
by far, the more efficientapproach. A trade-offstudy,performedfor each of
the two possibleflow managementconcepts,using the same assumptionsin each
caset showedthat the combinedparasiticpower (pump and shunt)for the vari-
able flow rate conceptwas about one-thirdless than that for the constant
flow rate concept.
i!
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TABLEI. - SHUNTLOSSESPER STACKAS
, PREDICTEDBY NASAMODEL
,
Manifold Cell Nomtnal cell voltage, V
resistance resistance
(cell to (manifold to 1.0 2.0
_ ce11), manlfold),
n n Numberof cells per stack
,o!,o1,o2oI,ol
Shunt loss, W
1.0 1 000 4.9 31 140 20 125 560
2 000 2.5 18 99 10 72 396
3 000 1.7 12 77 6.9 51 307
6 000 .87 6.7 46 3.5 27 183
12 000 .44 3.5 25 1.8 14 101
2.0 1 000 4.5 25 93 18.7 102 372 ,,_
2 000 2.5 16 72 9 64 290
3 000 1.7 12 60 6.7 46 239
6 000 .87 6.4 40 3.5 26 157
12 000 .44 3.4 23 1.8 13 93 i
4
TABLE II. - PREDICTEDAND MEASUREDSHUNT i
CURRENTSIN 310-Cm2 REDOX HARDWARE
Numberof Stack Taper
celIs per current,
stack A
5 Predictedby model 0.008
Measured,_1ow p_rts exposed .030
to membranes
Measured,flow ports insulated .012
from membranesby gaskets
14 Predictedby model 0.056 ......
Measured,flow ports insulated .080
from membranesb.v gaskets ::_
40 Predictedby model 0.390
Measured,flow ports exposed .865
to membranes
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!_" TABLEIll. PUMPINGPOWER PER STACKAS CALCULATEDFROM FLOW STUDIES
- Cavity Flow port Approximate Flow rate per cell to each electrode,cm31mln
Lrl thickness, dimensions, resistance I
_: cm cm (manlfoldto 150 300 450manifold),
_ n Numberof cells per stack
Idealpumpingpowera, W
_* 0.125 0.2 by 0.075 7600 5.2 10 21 --
I 3.0 6.0 12 14 27 55.4 by 0.075 3800
.7 by 0.075 2500 2.5 4.9 9.8 10 21 41 24 48 96
0.250 0.2 by 0.200 2900 1.8 3.6 7.3 8.5 17 34 22 45 90
.4 by 0.200 1400 1.3 2.7 5.3 5.4 11 22 12 25 49
.7 by 0.200 1000 .96 1.9 3.8 3.8 7.7 15 9.0 18 36
aApproximatecell to cell resistance,1.25 _; solutionviscosity,1.55 cS.
TABLE IV. - SUPERFICIALFLOW VELOCITIES
FOR 929 cm2 CELLS
[Electrodeporosity,80 percent]
Flow rate, Sheet flow Flow through
c_Imin •
Electrodethickness,cm
I I
F]OW velocity,cmlmin
50 16.4 8.2 0.0673 0.0673
t ]00 32.8 16.4 .13450 .1345
a?O0 65.6 32.8 .2690 .2690
400 131.2 65.6 .5380 .5380
_00 196.8 98.4 .8070 ,BO/O _
aThts flow rate represents3.46 times
the stoichimetricflow rate (3.46FSF)
L for a l-molarsolutionat 50 percent
DOD and at a currentdensityof
50 mAIcm2.
.°
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TABLEV. - REPRESENTATIVESTO|CHIMETRICFLOWRATES
[]_olar solutions]
oept,of _ Cell,t,_.cm2(ft_)
discharge .....
310 (0.33) 929 (1.0) 4645 (5.0)
Current denstty, _lcm2 (Alft2)
53.8 107.6 215.2 53.8 107.6 215.2 53.8 107.6 215.2(50) (100) (200) (so) (100) (200) (so) (too) (200)
±
Flow rate, cm21mtn
i i . ,
10 12 23 46 35 69 138 184 366 732
25 14 27 54 42 83 166 2_ 416 832
50 21 42 84 63 125 250 312 6_4 1248 i
75 42 84 168 125 250 500 625 1E48 2496
90 1_ 2_ 416 312 624 1248 1560 3120 6240
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TABLE VII. - SL_MMARYOF PUMPINGLOSS ESTIMATES FOR
10 TO gO PERCENTOODCYCLE
[1-molar soluttons_ pump.efficiency, 60 percent; constant current
discharge, 53.8 mAIcmc (50 Alft,_); so|utton capacity,
100 A,hr]
Variable flow Constant flowa
!
Electrical eneroy output, W-hr 70.30 71.11 /2.85 73.0J
Calculated single-cell pumping .09 .17 .85 1.60
energy during discharge, W-.hr
Net energy, W-hr 70.21 70.94 72.00 71.43
Pumping loss, percent:
Cell and stack; discharge only .13 .24 1.17 2.19
Cell and stack; charge and .26 .48 2.34 4.38
discharge
Ce11, stack, and plumbing; .52 .96 4.68 8.76
charge aflddischarge
acalculated at 90 percent DOD. _:;
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